Buffalo School of Architecture and Planning
Spring 2016 Public Programs

All events held at 6pm in 301 Crosby Hall unless otherwise noted.

AIA Continuing Education Credits Available
For more information and updates visit: ap.buffalo.edu

Exhibitions

INTERSECT
April 11
Publication Launch
Hayes Hall Gallery

EXHIBITING ARCHITECTURES
April 13
Exhibition Opening
Architecture Library Gallery

MAPPING EMOTIONAL PERCEPTIONS: JOSEF ALBERS AND MATHIAS GOERITZ. LABORATORY OF PAPER
April 25 – May 21
Exhibition
Crosby Hall First Floor Gallery

LIGHT INDUSTRY
April 30
Exhibition Opening
 echo Art Fair, Architecture Section

Exhibitions

‘Shipping Architecture is an intermittent series of events that pairs speakers whose work may have as-yet unknown relationships. We refer to the colloquial use of the term ‘‘shipping,’’ which conjures relationships, celebrity couples or imaginary ones — here serving as a structure that is playful but also productive of new discourse.

Sponsors: Clarkson Chair Endowment Fund, AIA Western New York Chapter, echo Art Fair, ArchiteXX, University at Buffalo School of Architecture and Planning Dean’s Office, Center for Inclusive Design and Environmental Access, University at Buffalo College of Arts and Sciences Center for Disability Studies, The Sydney Gross Memorial Fund.